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Thu preaejit volume iR tho ihircl m a sorieB winch aims at providing review articles on 
.'Mlvances in the Rovcral branches of plasma phy-sics and forming, in this way, a channel of com- 
munication among plasma physicisls in various disciplines.
This volume consist s of tho following three articles.
1 Kinetic Theory of Plasma Waves in a Magnetic Field- -by David E. Baldwin, Ira 
H, BcruHloiii and M, P. H Woenink,
2 Electron Disi-ribution Functions in Weakly Tombed Plasmas—by Ira B. Bei nsl-oui 
ClaRsical Plasma Phenomena from a Quantum Mechanical Viewpoint— b^y E (I
Harris.
'Uhe leading article summarizes the important tochniqiics and results relating to the 
kinetic thooiy of wave phenomena in a magnetized plasma. It' deals first with small-amplitmli’ 
waves 111 an infinite homogeneous plasma and considers a few limiting oases, such as the linni. 
of low tomperaturo and small magnetic field propagation parallel and perpendicular to the 
magnetic field, etc , the treatment being marked by some interesting mathematical approaobes 
r^iie offocts of boundaries and density gradients are gradually introduced; in this coiinocl'ron 
the pioblem of resonances in plasma columns is well discussed and the method of gcomoLric 
optics IB developed to give the synchrotron radiation from a hot magnctoplasma. A helpful 
feature of the article is the piosontatioii o f concise liibliographic notes at the end of 
each section
The second article is a comparatively short one, presenting a new approach to an nlil 
problem. The electron-neutral collision term is expanded in powers offoctively of m[m', the 
ratio of tho electron to neutral mass, and the result is used to give a perturbation solution of the 
electron Boltzmann equation, which permits derivation of the usual transport coofiicientB 
The treatment is particularly suitable for dealing with boundary conditions. Tho full Boll.z 
rnann equation, encompassing the effect of inelastic processe-s and charged particle encounters, 
IS briefly discussed,
Tho third and last article is perhaps the most interesting one in the volume, 
trie tonsor of plasma is derived quantum mechanically, and the linear theory of wave propaga 
tion in plasma is discussed This is followed by tho quanl.ization of tho electromagnetic field 
in a diRpersive medium. Waves m a plasma are considered as consisting of quasipartiolc'i 
(plasmas, phonons, photons, etc.) interacting with the particles of the plasma and with uaci 
other. Nonlinear effects in plasma, particularly of small magnitude, are throughly discuss 
m this light. It is worth noting that the quantum moohanioal calculations are, in some caso ,^ 
more Rtraightforwavd and less difficull- than tho corresponding classical calculations.
Although the contents of tho present volume in the review series are undoubtedly theo­
retical in nature, Iho articles would have been more comprehensive and the purpose of t 
series served better if surveys of the experimental work, wherever pertinent, were indue or 
However, the articles contain authoritative discussions on basic phenomena of plosma phys'^ * 
and tho volume can, therefore, be recommended to all concerned with tho subject.
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